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Research through design - first impressions
“Research through design,” coined by Frayling (1993) wasn’t a familiar term to 
everyone in the group.

RtD is “a type of research practice focused on improving the world by making new 
things that disrupt, complicate or transform the current state of the world.”  

(Zimmerman, J., & Forlizzi, J. 2014) 

Very different approach from the problem-solving mindset found in most 
corporate settings.



Research through design - notions
Thinking is embodied in the artifact and draws on design’s strength primarily 
as a reflective practice.

Straddles the void that exists between theory and practice, but it isn’t 
comprised of a single methodology or notion. Although there are a number of 
attempts to bridge this gap.

“The goal is not primarily communicable knowledge in the sense of verbal 
communication, but in the sense of visual or iconic or imagistic communication.” 
(Bowers 2012)



Assemblage
Very early in the project we formed teams based upon skills through 
something of a post-note ceremony.

Bente - bookbinding, drawing, web design

Cameron - Software development, running

Espen - Electronics, building



Choosing a path
Sustainability?

Participatory culture and engagement?



Sustainability
What is sustainability to us? 

● Consume less, deal with what is consumed as sustainably as possible

How to enable/achieve maximum effect?

● Awareness of practice
● Wade through the mountain of prerequisite knowledge
● How do we deal with the perception of recycling theater?
● Is it fundamentally either boring or burdensome?



Intellectual arbitrage
Given this early interest on sustainability it became clear that our group had 
something to say about sustainability. We had a group passion for the topic, 
plus our aforementioned assemblage of skills.

This synergy led to our first couple of (bad) ideas.



First steps - bicycle and climate control
Bicycle to generate power for phone charging. Thin. It’s been done in one form 
or another and as Alma said, “nobody has made it interesting.”

Thermostat to control the weather using Little Bits. This elicited some interest, 
but didn’t have much more to say.

Both of these ideas were too problem-solvey to coin a phrase.



First steps continued - car/transport idea
Analysing transport needs and 
perceived needs. Tried to think 
about addressing the car as a 
center of sustainable culture. 
Here we’re itemizing reasons 
for  car ownership and choice. 

Better, but still problem solving.



The great day of frustration
It was obvious from the work of other groups and critique that we were 
thinking too concretely. We were looking to solve sustainability.

“WTF is a Kantian Vending machine?! ---time goes by--- Oh, now I get it.” - 
Cameron. Watching the video helps to make sense of the paper. (Zimmerman 
& Forlizzi 2014)

This led to some group conflict, but trying to bear in mind managing conflict is 
key to engaged scholarship we rebooted. 

Spoiler Alert - our project might be a hybrid of the distinct design practices.

http://www.philipross.nl/thesis/Chapter%202/F112E436-8DAF-4AFA-B56F-9DC927C22DDA.html


Let’s Bricolage
Free-flow exploring 
materials, tools, bits-and-
pieces. 

Finding the limitations and 
possibilities.

Stopped trying to solve 
problems and just think 
about what these things do.



The somewhat sarcastic coffee machine
● Bente started making this cardboard coffee 

machine.
● Each time a coffee is brewed the machine 

talks, sometimes sarcastically, sometimes 
poetically.

● Element of surprise.



The trash cans
Prototype had blinking lights

Responded to motion by 
playing audio

Idea of using a weight takes 
form

Q: is this a problem area 
worth looking at?



The temperature-aware fridge
● Shelves inside changes colour as air 

temperature changes when door is 
left open.

● Automatic closing of door



The dishwasher
Turns out; it is very difficult to do something 
practical about dishwashers such as:

● Only allowing it to start when full
● Giving feedback on finished/clean



Any strong concepts carried across all ideas?

Being non-pedantic

● Not lecturing people
● Element of surprise
● Attract attention and create conversations:

○ ..by interaction, signage, visual language

● ….and thereby potentially change practice from bad to good, or reinforce 
good behaviour

(Höök & Löwgren 2012)



Getting into trash
Recycling is definitely an open area for research. Just looking at the Oslo 
kommune visual trash guide starts to drive home the idea of Recycling 
Theater. Most of what you’re stuffing in the recycling bins is trash. Therefore, 
we’re contaminating the recyclables to the point of them being trashed at the 
factory.

This holds true around the world - that every city in every country has 
different recycling requirements and practices - and places a high cognitive 
burden on the ordinary citizen. 

You have to memorize an extensive guide of do’s and dont’s and still it isn’t 
comprehensive.

https://www.oslo.kommune.no/getfile.php/Innhold/Politikk%20og%20administrasjon/Etater%20og%20foretak/Renovasjonsetaten/Dokumenter%20Renovasjonsetaten/Sorteringsguide_visuell.pdf
https://www.oslo.kommune.no/getfile.php/Innhold/Politikk%20og%20administrasjon/Etater%20og%20foretak/Renovasjonsetaten/Dokumenter%20Renovasjonsetaten/Sorteringsguide_visuell.pdf


Inspection of problem area and current practice

Multiple inspections: never did the paper 
bin contain only paper recyclable objects.

Eww.



(A little finding) 
Looking at other bin solutions...



Up-and-coming new system for UiO
We ignored this signage system and 
colour coding: we find it inferior.

Needing a wall for information not an 
option, or bend down to read the bins.

(People will of course learn this, but a 
university has a large transient population, 
and the inherent problems will not improve 
over time as it might in other settings)

This seems like a hack and not a design.



What is our goal?
● Awareness: “Let’s talk about recycling!”
● Hopefully affect group and individual behaviour and relation to recycling
● Design of practice

○ By not being overly pedantic
○ How do people interact with the bins - not simply what we expect

● Exposing, not solving: we are not checking if people recycle correctly
● Enabling people to reflect and act  

●  “We should design for interpretation and appropriation.” (Bowers 2012)



The areas for improvement
Physical interface - like a child’s sorting box, should discourage one’s attempt 
to insert non-conforming articles.

Signage - clear signage conforming to best practice in the local lingua franca.

Color encoding - assign colors to give an obvious visual cue that these are 
different from afar even if you can’t read the sign.

Interactive feedback - we need a non-pedantic and thought provoking 
interactive element. Something drawn from our days bricolaging. Something 
of substance.



Early “real” prototypes

Lid alterations turned out to attract positive feedback in the workshop. 
Obvious and generates something of a more interactive design.



Color-coding referendum 

Using the other students in the course we had a discussion and vote on 
colors, as this turns out to be inconsistent in use, attitudes and expectations.



Graphic choices: signage, visual language
Languages in 
different fonts and 
colours

Visually striking - fits 
with the nature of 
the building and the 
topic of 
sustainability.



Imagery, signage: making rubbish beautiful and visible
(“the network”)



Graphic choices: signage

Text clearly visible from above. Human isn’t required to back up 1 meter to 
identify purpose of receptacle.

Languages in different font-faces – consistent placement



Physical alteration 

(We “tested” the paper-bin slit for a couple of weeks in the workshop and it 
seemed to work well, with the added bonus that people have to flatten paper, 
and less “allowance” for – say – papercups/non-paper-recyclables.



The two interactive feedback ideas
Scale plus display to generate interactive display

Motion-activated sound installation, sound shower.

Actually, we brainstormed a number of different ways trash could be made 
interactive (for example ultrasonics), but ultimately decided these two ideas 
were viable.



Progress, conceptual drawing
Espen is a fan of the scale.

Which through discussion moves 
from from simple weight X equals Y 
recycled widgets. To a more abstract 
notion of caring for a forest and its 
various creatures and the Unicorn 
takes the stage.



System architecture: the “ultimate particular”

Scale Arduino

Signal amplifier

Python JSON 
webservice

RaspberryPi

Bin
Webpage with 
Canvas and 
Javascript

Display



Espen at work
 Working on a second scale 
prototype.

Soldering iron set for 401.



Epiphany



Discussion



Conversation 
through “absurdity” 
and surprise...

..even if the system is 
seen as disruptive, 
silly or bad.



● Some creatures deliberately odd/fantasy/not “fit”. 
● Juxtaposition of the expected, surprise. 
● Potentially it will keep it interesting.



Autonomous
● It does not require user intent or attention
● User shapes behaviour but does not alter it: deterministic
● Unpredictable
●  “Open for interpretations and appropriation” (Bowers, 2012)



The seamfullness of it
There is a disconnect between the action of recycling and the result. Like so 
much of modern life we are forced to rely upon systems which we don’t 
understand or are hidden from view. The idea of the renaissance man is dead. 
We think this system might just expose that seam in a way that makes it 
useful.



Fluency
We assert that our system works on two levels: 

- The bins (with graphics and signage) aim to “teach” over time the colour 
coding and physical alteration so that recycling becomes automatic, what 
Lövgren calls “fluent user interaction (like riding a bike)” (Löwgren 2007)

- The screen “disrupts” by creating a new level

We hope this system makes for more fluent use of the garbage cans require 
less day-to-day cognitive involvement…

…but also provide novelty, amusement and discussion.



Researchers’ object for speculation
● Will our system actually attract attention and change some practice?
● Will using surprise and absurdity keep a dialogue going?
● Will engaging social mechanisms give tangible results?
● Will people have emotional responses?
● Will people find it annoying, funny, intrusive, silly?
● Use it as a tool for qualitative and quantitative speculation, hypotheses 

creation and theories



Plato ideal - what makes a prototype novel?
We would like to make a forest that responds to at least two dimensions of 
information. Time and Mass. We want the forest to directly respond by adding 
trees as they add paper to the bin and reward continued behavior over time 
with animals moving into the forest. Animating the animals could be an 
additional reward and poor behavior could result in a forest fire.

Keywords: Seamfullness, Gamification, Tamagotchi

(Plato, in Wiberg & Stolterman 2014)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamagotchi


What we have achieved
Brings into focus objects (bins) that are traditionally made to blend in

Attaches an unexpected mode of interaction and interface 

Uses technology to facilitate exploration, enable discussion 

Both for user, casual observer AND researcher: objects for speculation



Plato reality
We implemented the original concept but we can’t in the time-allotted include 
the time component or animation. Generally speaking, it is a fine prototype, 
but falls short of our ideal as Plato said it would. 

Smart guy, Plato.

(in Wiberg and Stolterman 2014)



Thank you!



Live demonstration – please join us in the kitchen


